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1. Introduction
W7-AS is a low shear, 5-period modular stellarator (R=2m, aeff~0.14m for ιa~5/9). Within each
period the plasma cross section varies from triangular (φ=0o) to elliptical (φ =36o) and back to
triangular again. In the summer of 2000, W7-AS will resume operation with 10 newly-installed
divertor modules, five up and five down, each subtending a toroidal arc of 18.6o out of 72o over
φ= 21-39.5o (Fig. 1, 2). This will initiate first intensive studies of the island divertor concept of
the Wendelstein stellarator line under high recycling conditions, with NBI co-injection exceeding
3MW.
In principle the diagnostics appropriate for tokamak divertor-relevant investigations are those
which will find use on stellarators. There are, however, important differences in application for
W7-AS: 1) The divertor modules consist of discrete toroidal segments along which toroidal
symmetry is not expected to pertain; in addition, a priori, up-down symmetry also cannot be
assumed, and 2) the envisaged concept of magnetic islands with pumping divertor modules has
never been tested anywhere. Hence, the extensive arsenal of new diagnostics being implemented
on W7-AS has the goals both to characterize and understand magnetic island divertor operation providing an experimental basis for 3D SOL code development applicable to W7-X., as well as to
pave the way for diagnostic development specifically tailored to the needs of W7-X. Plasma
behavior both upstream (SOL plus core) and downstream (at target plates and within divertor
module) can be documented. Emphasis is placed upon duplication of diagnostics to assess updown and toroidal asymmetries, as well as a concentration of key diagnostics within the sector of
one up-down divertor module pair.
2. Diagnostics
2.1 Diagnostic Goals
Divertors are expected to: a) withstand the heat load flowing along field lines in the scrape-offlayer (SOL) to the target plates, b) confine impurities produced at the target plates to the divertor
area, and c) retain recycling neutrals in the divertor region - to promote better core confinement,
and enhance flux amplification at the plates and neutral pumping in the divertor subvolume. The
usual operational scenario to achieve these goals is to increase the separatrix density nes upstream
(adjacent to core plasma) such that, in combination with radiation from intrinsic or seeded
impurities, a stable and at least partial energy- and momentum-detachment from the target plates
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is effected. Recent preparatory investigations to this end with inner sector limiters on W7-AS
have shown that, for ιa~5/9, a transition to the quiescent H-mode almost invariably occurs as the
density is increased - having the consequences of nes too low for high recycling conditions, and
non-stationary core plasma behavior often ending in radiation collapse [1, 2]. The H-mode can be
avoided by increasing the power input, leading to the requirement that still higher nes are requisite
to attain high recycling. Thus, with Pnbi~2MW, nes values approaching 1x1020m-3 and target
conditions of ne>1.5x1020m-3, Te<10eV were achieved in short (~300ms), non-stationary density
ramps. Longer discharge times at such power levels exhibited difficulties due to the high level of
plasma-wall interaction (roughly 50% of the power passes by the inner limiters for 5/9
configurations).
Thus, for W7-AS on the way to a viable divertor situation, edge diagnostics must be able to cope
with the steep edge gradient situation of the H-mode, the fast behavior associated with ELMs, as
well as the localization of impurity sources and their magnitude and the high densities and low
temperatures accompanying incipient detachment. All this in a fashion suitable to validate
divertor performance under a wide variety of conditions, and to provide a data base for ongoing
3D code development.
2.2 The Diagnostics
A variety of instrumentation is available for determining upstream plasma conditions (Fig. 3): a)
ne(r,t) profiles in the SOL and core gradient region are registered via an energetic Li-beam
(δt~0.2ms), b) fixed-frequency ECE channels provide Te(r,t) at the plasma edge as well as across
the core (δt≤0.1ms), c) two spatially-swept, single-stroke Langmuir probes yield ne(r), Te(r)
across the SOL and inside an island, d) a new 15J, single-pulse, ruby Thomson system measures
ne and Te (δr=4mm) across an island and into the core over 120mm; it is the only diagnostic
delivering both ne and Te over this range, and e) a multi-channel spectroscopic system
investigating passive BIV line radiation at the edge determines Ti, poloidal rotation velocity vpol,
and the radial electric field Er (δt~3ms).
Central to successful SOL modeling of a given discharge is knowledge of the power flowing from
the core into the upstream SOL (Psol = Pheat-Prad), the power radiated in the SOL (Psol,rad), and the
power deposited at the target plates (Ptarg). Five bolometer systems are foreseen to address these
quantities: a) In the φ=0o plane, i.e. outside the divertor module region, two 32-channel
bolometer arrays interrogate the upper and lower halves of the plasma, and b) another three new
arrays are placed in a poloidal plane intersecting one of the divertor modules (Fig. 4), with 16
channels viewing the entire plasma through the target plate, 20 channels again viewing the entire
plasma but from above the divertor module and 8 channels arranged parallel to the plates.
Tomographic reconstruction then yields radiation profiles, with some prospect that neutral losses
in the divertor region can also be resolved.
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2D temperature contours of the target plate region are delivered for three modules by three IR
cameras, with time resolutions varying over 0.2ms (line scan) - ≤20ms (full frame), and δr~24mm. A 3D finite-element program is used to solve the heat diffusion equation to arrive at actual
power deposition patterns [3]. The time-integral thermal loading of individual target tiles (17 per
module) is registered via a thermocouple embedded in the tile back side. Six modules are
completely equipped; the other four have two tiles each with thermocouples.
Three 12-bit CCD cameras provide complete 2D images of one target in the light of Hα, Hγ and
CII - to register particle flux (Hα), onset of recombination, i.e. Te<2-3eV (from the Hα / Hγ ratio
[4]) and carbon production. Hα is covered at the poloidally opposite target plate by a 4th camera.
A fast line-scan camera monitoring Hα is also foreseen for either the same target plate or
elsewhere. Single-chord viewing lines, directed at the core plasma and measuring Hα & CIII in
parallel will provide an estimate of carbon flux to the surface, normalized to the particle flux, and
also yield symmetry information.
Two systems are available to probe the plasma directly in front of the target plates: a) A spatiallyswept Langmuir probe plunging through a target plate gives ne(z), Te(z) profiles roughly along a
vertical chord. Poloidal resolution is possible by tilting the probe in a poloidal plane on a shot-byshot basis, b) A helium pulse through another target plate in combination with a multi-chord
optical array viewing parallel to the plates provides ne(z), Te(z) along the helium beam.
ne, Te and Jsat at the targets of an up/down divertor module pair are provided by flush-mounted
Langmuir probes (δt≥1ms). They are arranged in four poloidal rows per target with 9 probes per
row (Fig. 5). The spacing is 15mm, but since the rows are offset with respect to each other the
effective poloidal resolution is ~7.5mm.
Finally, the neutral compression ratio can be determined from neutral pressure gauges placed
within the main vessel and the divertor subvolumes. Five gauges will be situated in one sector of
the main chamber, on the inner and outer walls, with some toroidal and poloidal displacement
according to expectations of SOL modeling as well as out of regions of potential plasma-wall
interaction. Four gauges are in subdivertors (at least two in an up/down pair).
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2.3 Detailed Diagnostic Description
Li-Beam for ne(r,t): The neutral Li-beam diagnostic [5] routinely delivers density profiles over
the SOL and core plasma gradient region continuously throughout the discharge, with high
spatial- and temporal- resolution (δr~1cm, δt~0.2ms). It is therefore the upstream system of
choice to investigate non-steady-state plasma phases. Its position in a region of high flux
compression - about a factor of two compared to reff coordinates - enables penetration relatively
far into the core. However, this circumstance also limits profile resolution in reff to ~2cm generally not adequate for the H-mode. And even so, within high-density NBI-driven ELM-free
H-modes the Li-beam no longer penetrates to the “pedestal“ some tens of ms after the L->H*
transition due to the concurrent increase in pedestal density.
ECE for Te(r,t): The ECE diagnostic [6] delivers profiles of Te(r) with a time resolution of
≤0.1ms and δr~1.5-2cm.. For fields ~2.5T and ιa~5/9 the high-field-side channels span the
separatrix, giving accurate Te values down to the level of about 100eV and at least an indication
of the temporal behavior of Te in the SOL. This is the only measure of Te on a time scale able to
follow fast time events such as ELMs or the transition into the H-mode. Nonetheless, due to the
density increase associated with the ELM-free H-mode, even the edge channels go into cutoff
relatively early in the ELM-free phase.
Edge Thomson for ne, Te(r): The dedicated edge ruby Thomson system is a completely new
development [7]. It supplants a 12 cm radial region on the high field side previously covered by
the older IF-polychrometer-based core plasma layout. The scattered light from a ≤15J pulse is
imaged upon a set of 30 fiber bundles, providing a spatial resolution of 4mm (an improvement of
5x). At the output the fiber bundles form the entrance slit of a Littrow-type spectrometer.
Depending on the installed diffraction gratings - 1800 l/mm or 600 l/mm respectively - a total
wavelength range of 800Å (suitable for SOL/edge investigations) or 3200Å (suitable for core
gradient investigations) can be surveyed. Light detection is via an intensified CCD camera.
Langmuir Probes for ne, Te(r,t): Two different systems are foreseen: a) flush-mounted probes in
the target plates, and b) probes mounted on manipulators capable of spatially scanning the plasma
with a single-stroke capability (~100mm in 100ms}. Two of the scanning systems have been used
in the past to measure into the outside x-point region [1] and across an island [8] of a 5/9
configuration. The flush-mounted probes are of dimensions 4 x 12-15mm, with an angle to the
field lines varying over ~4-8o, i.e. values where probe theory is still thought to be tractable. The
effective areas of 3-5mm2 should be compatible with the 4A Kepco power supplies even at high
densities.
Passive CXRS for Ti, vpol and Er (r,t): A five-spatial-channel spectroscopic system investigating
the electron impact excited BIV triplet at 2821Å is used to determine chord-integrated ion
temperatures and poloidal rotation velocities in the elliptical plane with a time resolution ≥ 3ms.
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“Forward Abel inversion“ yields local values of Ti and vφ, enabling derivation of the radial
electric field Er. Details for the active and passive systems in [9].
Bolometer for Prad(r,t): The metallic resistor bolometers in future use on W7-AS are of the same
type as on JET, ASDEX-Upgrade and LHD. Each individual bolometer consists of a 3.8 x 1.3mm
gold foil absorber deposited upon Kapton, on the reverse side of which is a gold meander. The
change in resistance of the meander as a function of temperature variations arising from plasma
radiation exposure is used to measure the power deposition. At 2eV neutral energy, the absorber
exhibits 50% reflection, this decreasing to 2% at 50eV - meaning that even power losses through
neutrals are adequately covered. An array is composed of a series of detectors, with ~5mm
spacing in between, in conjunction with a limiting aperture in slit form which determines the
solid angle subtended by the viewing cone over the plasma.
IR Cameras for power deposition: Three divertor modules can be simultaneously monitored by
IR cameras, and a fourth viewing window is available, if the need should arise, to shift a camera
there. Two of the cameras obtain their view of the complete divertor via 50o wide angle
endoscopes placed in reentrant ports, in order to allow the spectroscopic 2D CCD camera systems
(see below) common access to the divertors. Extensive inner-limiter experience exists [1,3,10]
with the 120 x 160 InSb pixel, N2-cooled, FPA (sensitive over 3-5µ) with δt=20ms (δr~4mm at
the target plate). The 2nd InSb camera has not yet been purchased. Two choices (Stirling cooled)
are presently being considered: a) a 14-bit, InSb FPA system with 256 x 320 pixels, 300Hz full
frame rate and up to a 10kHz line scan mode (freely programmable, minimum 128x8 pixels), or
b) an MCT system with comparable parameters. Both systems measure in the near infrared (35 µ). The 3rd setup, purchased to test some aspects of microbolometer cameras for W7-X in the
future, has 240 x 320 pixels (~8-14µ range -> ZnSe window instead of sapphire), a 50Hz full
frame readout rate, with temperature ranges of 0-120, 80-500 and 300-1500 oC. No cooling is
required. It will be placed directly within a reentrant flange with no endoscope.
Calorimetry for integral power deposition: Each target plate module consists of 17 CFC tiles.
Six of the ten modules have thermocouples placed in each of these tiles, whereas the other four
have thermocouples only in tiles 4 and 12. The temperature difference measured over a discharge,
taking into account the settling time and the properties of each tile, can be used to derive the
integral power loading on that tile. Calorimetry forms the broadest base measurement for
monitoring toroidal and poloidal asymmetries. In addition, checks of power loading measured by
calorimetry in comparison to that of the IR cameras can be useful in revealing IR evaluation
problems (thin surface films which heat more rapidly than the bulk tile, for example), or viceversa.
CCD Cameras for 2D Hα- & CII-flux, and 2D Te<2eV mapping: Light emanating from the
divertors is gathered by an 8mm f/1.4 CCTV objective and relayed along a 1.8 or 2.7m long
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Schott coherent fiber bundle to a region outside the reentrant port (Fig.6). The output numerical
aperture of 0.56 is approximately matched by a f/1.0 collimating lens, after which the light passes
through beam splitters, interference filters and finally an identical focusing lens onto the cooled,
1/2“, 480 x 640 pixel CCD chip of the 12-bit cameras. Since the divertor, of length ~700mm, is
entirely covered by the CCD, each pixel corresponds to a spatial extent at the divertor of ~1mm.
The full frame readout rate is 30Hz. Binning over two rows (δr~2mm) increases the rate by a
factor of two. A binning factor of eight yields δt~5ms. Still higher factors do not significantly
reduce δt and lead to unacceptable δr. Two carbon lines are foreseen for investigation, the quartet
at 5143.8Å and the doublet at 6581.7Å. They can tested simultaneously if the Hγ filter (4341.9Å)
is replaced by the second CII filter. The proximity of the doublet wavelength to Hα (6562.8Å)
necessitates collimating lenses of long focal length, here 85mm, in order to suppress Hα crosstalk
through passband broadening into the CII channel. The camera in conjunction with the coherent
fiber bundle has been tested in a simplified setup viewing the inner limiter H α emission, with
good success [1,11,12]. The W7-AS divertor phase will provide opportunity to test such a 3-line,
2D system for the first time on any fusion experiment. See [12] for more details.
He-beam for ne, Te(r,t): The He-beam setup (Fig.7) consists of two parts: a) Viewing optics,
where the exit slit of a 1/4m spectrometer will be imaged in a poloidal plane passing parallel to
the target plates. Balmer series spectroscopy should permit detection of the detachment front
(Te<2eV) as it moves away from the target plates [13]. b) In combination with a pulsed thermal
He-beam, measurements of ne and Te along the beam should be feasible over the ranges of 0.15x1019 m-3 and 10-100eV. Experience on TEXTOR is actually rather below this density [14],
whereas JET [15] was successful at still higher ne - albeit for a different geometry. Due to the
≥30o exit cone of the He-beam, and the particularly structured behavior of the Te contours in the
divertor region, it may be difficult to satisfactorily resolve Te locally. ne should not suffer this
problem as a more layered behavior is predicted by 3D SOL codes [16]. ne and Te are deduced
from intensity ratios of appropriate HeI lines, for example: Te - 7281/6678Å, ne - 7281/7065Å.
Pressure Gauges: They measure, in fact, the neutral flux if correctly baffled, which can be then
be related to a pressure for an assumed neutral temperature. The gauges are of the ASDEX-type
[17], and function well in the high-field environment of fusion experiments. Typical useful
pressure ranges are ~10-5 - 10-2 mbar, with δt of the order 1ms. For divertor-relevant core
densities it is expected there should be no problem with the subdivertor gauges. How well the
main chamber gauges perform must await the experiment. There is some redundancy in gauge
positions for purposes of backup.
Details of these diagnostics are summarized in table 1.
3. Discussion
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In principle the divertor phase will have a diagnostic complement capable of satisfactorily
addressing core-edge-SOL plasma behavior and associated divertor performance - with
limitations. For example, there are numerous systems available for measuring ne and Te(r,t)
upstream; however, only the edge Thomson system measures both quantities and with the spatial
resolution necessary for investigations of the quiescent H-mode. (Langmuir probes are generally
restricted to outside the separatrix at higher powers, and are perturbing.) Other diagnostics must
mapped onto a common plane in order to superimpose ne and Te profiles. Experience has shown
this cannot be done routinely with convincing accuracy at the edge - perhaps due to inadequate
representations of magnetic equilibria inside closed flux surfaces for cases of higher iota. Hence,
ne and Te are available with good time resolution, but can be brought together to produce
temporal pressure profiles only with a degree of uncertainty. A further problem, not stellaratorspecific, is determining the exact position of the separatrix. Using the floating potential dip from
the swept Langmuir probe as an indicator is one method. Assuming classical heat conductivity
along field lines in conjunction with the peak power loading at the limiter leads to roughly
equivalent results.
The capabilities of the edge Thomson system are depicted in Fig.8 for two different cases [7]. The
first juxtaposes ne and Te profiles during the L-phase“ (somewhat ELMy) and quiescent H-phase
of a discharge. Here the 600 l/mm grating was used, which was not capable of satisfactorily
measuring the low ne and Te in the SOL, but delivered good data in the core gradient region. No
strong change in Te(r) is apparent, in contrast to ne(r) where a pedestal has developed near the
separatrix - going from ~2x1019 m-3 near the separatrix to ~9x1019 m-3 within 4mm! The next set
of profiles illustrate a high density discharge with Pnbi~2MW, using the 1800 l/mm grating. These
gradient profiles have a higher noise level - but are still in good agreement with the older core
Thomson system - whereas the values near the separatrix into the SOL are well defined (resolving
Te~10eV in the island, and ne ~6x1019 m-3 at the separatrix).
At the target plates, potential problems arising from asymmetries have been circumvented by
placing the sets of flush-mounted Langmuir probes, thermocouples, IR cameras, Hα flux cameras,
and the He-beam and bolometer diagnostics all within one divertor module pair. Thus
interconnections among diagnostics can be easily checked. Even during the recent inner limiter
campaign, where IR, Hα and Langmuir probes were all on different limiters, the degree of
agreement among their results was encouraging. Thus, the IR camera furnished a 2D distribution
of the power flow covering the equivalent position of the Langmuir probes. Comparison of the
probe power (PLangmuir ~γ IsatTe/Aprobe) to that of thermography yields a γ (power transmission
factor) varying over 5-15 during a high-power density ramp discharge (Fig.9). It is difficult to
know if the change in γ is real or only an artifact of other problems - asymmetries, slightly
different spatial positions, etc.. In any case, γ ~8 is found quite often on other experiments and
shows the two diagnostics are in reasonable agreement.
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Likewise, the Hα camera measured in the equivalent vicinity of the Langmuir probes. Using the
probe values of Te and 2x ne (since Hα production is in front of the plate where the density is
higher) to derive the photons/ionization factor, it is possible to reproduce Isat of the Langmuir
probe from Hα intensity at the probe [11]. This example is of particular interest. Considering the
probe alone, one might be tempted to conclude progressive plasma detachment with increasing
density (Fig.10), i.e. Isat initially increases with ne, then rolls over. Hα indicates that the peak
interaction region actually drifts over the probe during the course of the density ramp (β effect),
and at no point does the peak itself decrease in intensity. IR supports this scenario. This illustrates
the value of 2D digital diagnostics, without which we would not be able to interpret the probe
behavior correctly.
In the divertor phase, up-down asymmetries will be well documented within one module pair.
Checks for toroidal asymmetries will rely largely on calorimetry, with some support from Hα
views arising from single chords as well as entire divertor modules in addition to the subdivertor
pressure gauges.
The spatial resolution of all 2D diagnostics is expected to be more than adequate for resolving
profile forms at the target plate. For example, half widths (FWHM) of power deposition should
be in the range 20-25mm [16] with particle flux widths being still larger. Even the Langmuir
probe distribution density is sufficient to at least partly resolve the profiles. The divertor plasma
diagnostics (swept Langmuir, He-beam, bolometer) will complement the data set in depth, and
continue to provide information after detachment has set in. In particular, the nature of the
detachment front or evolution of divertor MARFEs can be followed. Of course, the flux cameras
should be capable of producing detachment mapping through the Hα/Hγ ratio. Thus, it will be
possible to build a reliable database of profiles as a function of upstream conditions - as a target
for 3D SOL code calculations of the future - from which one learns about transport perpendicular
and parallel to field lines in the process of validating the code concept, and forms a firmer
baseline for predicting W7-X behavior. Moreover, the dataset will form the only basis for a
possible size scaling within the Wendelstein stellarator line.
In conclusion, we should be in a good position to evaluate the efficacy of the island divertor
concept on W7-AS. This will be under conditions of overall relevance in terms of
upstream/downstream conditions and power loading, i.e. densities in the 1020m-3 range and power
flux through SOL of order 0.3MW/m2. The latter corresponds to an equivalent total power on
JET of ~36MW or on ASDEX-Upgrade of ~10MW.
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Upstream
Plasma Property

Diagnostic

Diagnostic Details

ne, Te (r)

Edge Thomson

island/edge : δr=4mm, 30 points

ne, Te (r)

2 swept Langmuir probes

SOL/sep: through x-point & island

ne (r,t)

Lithium beam

SOL/edge: δt~0.2ms, δr~1cm

Te (r, t)

ECE

edge/core: δt~0.1ms, δr~2cm

Ti, vpol, Er (r,t)

BIV spectroscopy

edge: δt~3ms

Ho-, Co-flux (t)

Hα, CII spectroscopy

arrays & ind. chords around torus

no flux (t)

5 Pressure gauges

mounted on main chamber walls

Prad (r)

2x 32-ch. bolometer arrays

pol. plane between modules pairs

72x Flush Langmuir

up/down target plates: 4 rows @ 9 probes

Divertor
ne,Te, Isat (x,y,t)

probes
H+ flux (2D,t)

2D CCD camera

H+ & Co-flux, Te<2eV 3x 2D CCD camera
+

δt~1ms, δr(2 rows interlaced)~7.5mm
upper target plate: Hα δt~5ms, δr~1mm
lower target plate: Hα, Hγ, CII

H flux (1D,t)

“line-scan“ CCD camera

target plate: Hα δt≥0.1ms

Heat Flux (2D,t)

3x IR cameras

2x upper, 1x lower target plates,
δt~0.2(linescan), ~2.5-20ms, δr~2-4mm

Integral Heat Flux

target tile calorimetry

6 modules completely covered
+ 4 modules with 2 tiles each

ne, Te (x,r)

swept Langmuir probe

through target plate into divertor plasma

ne, Te (r,t)

pulsed thermal He-beam

injected through target plate into div. plasma

detachment front (r,t)

viewing channels parallel to plate in pol.
plane
...observation of Balmer series

no flux (t)

4 Pressure gauges

mounted in 4 divertor subvolumes

Prad(x,r, t)

3 bolometer arrays

16 channels: through target plate (x,t)
8 channels: parallel to target plate (r,t)
20 channels: targ. plate from above (x,t)
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Table I: Overview of Upstream and Divertor (downstream) Diagnostics. Here, r is a coordinate
into the plasma, x is along a radial cut at the target plate and y is the target plate toroidal
coordinate. 2D refers to the entire target plate (divertor module) area.

2x 2D digital “flux cameras“ - Hα + H γ & CII
2x 2D IR camerasα
36 Langmuir probes in each module α
26 calorimetric tiles

2x 32 channel bolometer

observation channelsα
parallel to target plateα
+ He-beam -> ne, Te...
3 bolometer arrays

full-module
calorimetry

IR camera (bolometer)α
additional Hα camera possibilitiesα
swept Langmuir probe

pressure gaugesα
behind target platesα
& in main chamberα

numerous Hα viewing lines
around torus

Figure 1: Layout of the divertor modules, and some accompanying edge-divertor diagnostics.
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~230mm

inner baffle

outer baffle
1
5

6

13 14

17

pump slit
target plates

watershed

Figure 2: Photograph of one of ten divertor modules. The length of the target area is about
700mm. Tiles 5,6 and 13,14 (in another module) take up the flush mounted Langmuir probes.
The watershed refers to the ridge separating the two directions where plasma flows to the
target plates.
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ne, Te(r)
- in edge, SOL, islandd
- from 30-point, edged
Thomson system (15J)d
δr = 4mm!

Reciprocating
Langmuir
Probesd
thru x-pointd
thru island

Core ne, Te - Thomson

Te(r,t) from ECE

Figure 3: Schematic layout of some upstream diagnostics situated in the triangular plane (φ=0o).
The island Langmuir probe is actually a few degree away from this plane. The measurement
regions for Te from ECE and ne, Te from the older IF-polychromator Thomson system are
indicated.
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16 channels
through
target plates
8 channels
parallel to
target plates

20 channels
viewing
target plates
from above

Figure 4: Arrangement of the three bolometer arrays situated in a poloidal plane cutting one
divertor module.
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top view of divertor module
outer baffle

13

5 6

14

17

1

target
plate
690mm (18.6o)

watershed
cross section
of target plate

Plasma Flow

Figure 5: Outer baffle and target plate view from the plasma, and cross section corresponding to a
toroidal cut. The 4 rows of 9 flush-mounted Langmuir probes are indicated. An up-down module
pair are equipped in this fashion. The darker tiles seen in the cross section indicate the regions
where the target plates have been recessed to avoid leading edge problems in order to accomodate
diagnostic penetration through the target plate: YAG scattering, CO2 scattering, plunging
Langmuir probe, He-beam, Bolometer.
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Hα - particle flux to plate
Hγ/Hα - detachment indicator
(Te<2eV)

CCD cameras
12 bit A/D
480 x 640 pixel
32ms/full frame

Hα

CII - carbon production
IF

Hγ

beam
splitter

CII

These 3 lines are
registered over the
entire lower divertor

coherent
fiber bundle
w. 50o objective

Similarly, Hα
α is
measured over the
entire upper divertor

Figure 6: Schematic layout of the three spectral-line flux camera, viewing an entire lower divertor
module. A similar arrangement with only an Hα camera views the paired upper divertor in the
same fashion.
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* Using lines of sight parallel to plated
Balmer series evaluationd
-> Te <3eV
-> follow detachment front away from plate
Plus thermal He-puff => local values of
* T e from 7281/6678 Å ratio
~10 - 100eV
* n e from 7281/7065 Å ratio
~0.1 - 5 x1019 m-3
but careful orientation of beam is
required for Te

Figure 7: Schematic of the viewing geometry for the He-beam diagnostic. The indicated
orientation of the He-beam is only one of many choices. Clearly, it will be difficult to arrive at a
reasonably averaged value of Te in the intersection region between the beam and the optics if the
plasma position is not well known. However, the situation is straightforward for ne, where rather
layered contours are expected in front of the target plate, i.e. Te is expected to more closely mirror
the island structure due to the effectiveness of parallel heat transport, which is not the case for
particles [16].
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Figure 8: Te and ne profiles from the new edge ruby Thomson scattering system, and the older IFpolychromator version. The approximate position of the separatrix is indicated, based on classical
heat conduction considerations along field lines. The profiles on the left show the contrast
between the L- and H-mode phases of a discharge. The density jump just inside the separatrix,
within 4mm, is particularly remarkable. The profiles on the right come from a high density
discharge. The nes value of ~6x1019 m-3 belongs to the same point in figure 9 [7].
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Figure 9: Line-averaged density (with corresponding puff rate), density at the separatrix measured
by the Li-beam, Thomson scattering and the swept Langmuir probe, and ne & Te measured by a
flush Langmuir probe embedded in an inner limiter tile. The lower traces give the “power
transmission factor“ of the Langmuir probe. This is gained by comparing the power to an
equivalent probe position measured by the IR camera to the power to the probe as Isat Te/A, where
A is the probe area. The rollover in ne for the higher puff rate does not indicate detachment, but is
due to the plasma passing over the probe position as the plasma pressure increases [1]. #47129.
Pnbi=2MW.
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Figure 10: Hα pattern on an inner limiter at the indicated time point for the discharge of fig. 9
(Note that the 0.1s pre-pulse time has not been removed here, i.e. 0.35 sec here = 0.25 sec in
fig.9.) The stripes come from the interaction of the 5/9 island structure with the limiter. The
positions of the limiter Langmuir probes are given as green dots. Below, Isat from the indicated
probe and Isat derived from absolute Hα measurements at an equivalent probe position are
compared. The ionizations/photon emission ratio is derived by using Te and 2x ne from the probe,
with the factor of two accounting roughly for the increase in ne as one moves away from a
collecting surface into the region where Hα emission occurs. Agreement is excellent at high
densities, but is too low before the strong puff. This may have to do with penetration of recycling
neutrals into a broader region, due to the lower density, thereby producing a lower Ha flux signal.

